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Abstract— The hybrid zero dynamics (HZD) approach has
become a powerful tool for the gait planning and control of
bipedal robots. This paper aims to extend the HZD methods
to address walking, ambling and trotting behaviors on a
quadrupedal robot. We present a framework that system-
atically generates a wide range of optimal trajectories and
then provably stabilizes them for the full-order, nonlinear
and hybrid dynamical models of quadrupedal locomotion.
The gait planning is addressed through a scalable nonlinear
programming using direct collocation and HZD. The controller
synthesis for the exponential stability is then achieved through
the Poincare´ sections analysis. In particular, we employ an
iterative optimization algorithm involving linear and bilinear
matrix inequalities (LMIs and BMIs) to design HZD-based
controllers that guarantee the exponential stability of the
fixed points for the Poincare´ return map. The power of the
framework is demonstrated through gait generation and HZD-
based controller synthesis for an advanced quadruped robot,
—Vision 60, with 36 state variables and 12 control inputs. The
numerical simulations as well as real world experiments confirm
the validity of the proposed framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quadrupedal locomotion has a long and rich history of
outstanding agility and dynamic stability without formal
analysis, thanks to the multi-support nature of such systems.
Some famous quadrupedal examples include, but are not
limited to, the BigDog [28], Minitaur [11], ANYmal [18]
and Cheetah robot [9]. State-of-the-art approaches for the
controls and planning of quadrupeds mainly utilize model
reduction to partly mitigate the computational complexity of
the full-order techniques arising from nonlinearity and hybrid
nature of models. For instance, massless legs, the linear
inverted pendulum model [21] and planar motion planning
are often utilized assumptions. While they do have many
implementation advantages, one needs to design controllers
that overcome the uncertainty induced by the difference
between modeling and reality. Further, formal guarantees on
stability are rarely studied in quadrupedal research.
On the other hand, the hybrid system approaches have
become a powerful tool for modeling the dynamics of bipedal
locomotion, in which, steady state locomotion corresponds
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Fig. 1. The Vision 60-v3.2 robot from Ghost Robotics.
to periodic solutions of these hybrid dynamical systems.
One of the hybrid control approaches is the hybrid zero
dynamics (HZD) framework [31]. HZD is an extension of
the notion of Byrnes-Isidori zero dynamics [19] to hybrid
models of locomotion for which the resultant zero dynamics
manifolds are invariant under the continuous- and discrete-
time dynamics. HZD has been successful for designing
gaits for bipedal locomotion and provide experiment-level
controllers, see e.g., [7], [30], [2], [10], [27], [20], but has not
yet been applied to the control of quadrupeds. The challenge
in computation and controls mainly rises from the increased
degrees of freedom (DOF) and richer contact scenarios of
quadrupeds over bipeds.
The main objective of this paper is to introduce an
alternative approach to contemporary control schemes of
quadrupeds that are mainly based on simplified models, and
to make the first steps towards extending the results of HZD
framework from stability critical systems such as bipeds to a
more complicated but more robust system —the quadrupedal
robot. We model their dynamics as a hybrid system, optimize
trajectories via a HZD optimization algorithm, analyze the
dynamic stability via the Poincare´ return map and then
synthesize HZD-based controllers with iterative optimization
problems including linear and bilinear matrix inequalities
(LMIs and BMIs). The theoretically stable controller is vali-
dated with experiments on a quadrupedal behavior, ambling
on the Vision 60 robot (Fig. 1). This result suggests a new
approach to realize dynamically stable behaviors such as
ambling, trotting and galloping in experiments.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
a hybrid dynamic model, based on which we design a
nonlinear controller and trajectory optimization algorithm,
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Fig. 2. On the left is the rendering of the robot design, and on the right
is the illustration of the configuration coordinates for the robot. The leg
indices l∗ are shown on the vertices of the body link. Each leg has three
actuated joints and equipped with a point foot.
known as the HZD optimization. Using this framework, we
generate gaits including walking, ambling and trotting in
simulation. Section III addresses the exponential stabilization
problem as well as the HZD-based controller synthesis via
BMIs. Section IV validates the ambling controllers with
experiments. A comprehensive comparison is provided for
the results. Section V contains conclusions and future di-
rections. This paper presents a self-contained approach that
works in both simulation and experiment, and serves as the
first steps towards designing full model based controllers for
quadrupedal dynamic locomotion.
II. HYBRID MOTION PLANNING
We consider the nonlinear model of quadrupedal locomo-
tion as a hybrid dynamical system, which is an alternating
sequence of continuous- and discrete-time dynamics. The
order of the sequence is dictated by contact events. In
comparison with bipedal walking, the increased number of
contact points of quadrupeds increased the complexity of the
hybrid model substantially. In this section, we introduce a
unified model for quadrupedal behaviors including walking,
ambling and trotting, based on which we design full model
based optimal controllers as well as simulation validation.
A. The robot
The robot we study in this paper is the Vision 60-v3.2
(see Fig. 1), a quadrupedal robot built by Ghost Robotics,
with the total weight of 26 kg and maximum standing height
of 0.5 m. As shown in Fig. 2, we model the quadruped as
a 13-link system: a body link and four legs, each of which
has three children links —the hip, upper and lower links.
The configuration variables of Vision 60 are denoted by q ∈
Q ⊂ Rn where n = 18 is the total number of degrees of
freedom (DOF) without considering any contact constraints.
Utilizing the floating base convention [15], we can have qT =
(qTb , q
T
l ), in which qb ∈ R3 × SO(3) represents the global
Cartesian position and orientation of a frame attached to the
body linkage, and the local coordinates ql ∈ R12 denote the
12 joint variables: hip roll, hip pitch and knee angles. These
angles are denoted by θhrj , θhpj , θkj for the j-th leg, all
of which are actuated by Brushless (BL) DC motors. This
yields the system’s total DOF to be 18 and control inputs
u ∈ R12. With different scenarios of foot contacts with the
ground, we have a mixture of overactuated, fully-actuated,
and underactuated domains (i.e., phases) for the dynamics.
Futher, we can define the state space X = TQ ⊆ R2n with
the state vector xT = (qT , q˙T ), where TQ is the tangent
bundle of the configuration space Q.
We now define the different modes of the quadrupedal
dynamics, separated by discrete events. This fusion of
continuous- and discrete-time dynamics yields a hybrid au-
tomaton model [12]. For more detailed definitions of hybrid
modeling for bipedal robots, we refer the readers to [8].
B. The continuous-time domain: constrained dynamics
Given the floating base coordinates, we can derive the
unconstrained dynamics, i.e. without any contact constraints,
by the Euler-Lagrange equations as:
D(q) q¨ +H(q, q˙) = Bu
where D(q) ∈ Rn×n is the mass-inertia matrix, H(q, q˙) ∈
Rn includes the Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity terms and
B(q) ∈ Rn×m is the actuation matrix and u ∈ Rm is the
torque applied at joints with m = 12.
Now consider k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} feet standing on the ground,
which means k¯ = 4 − k feet are swinging in the air.
This creates a variety of contact scenarios, hence generates
different types of quadrupedal behaviors (see Fig. 3). For
each contact situation, we associate a continuous domain:
Dv := {(x, u)|hv(q) = h˙v(q, q˙) = 0, Nv  0, hs,v(q)  0} (1)
where v ∈ {1, 2, 3...} is the domain index and hv(q) ∈ Rk
is the height of all standing feet with ground reaction force
Nv(x, u) ∈ Rk. The height of the other feet, referred as the
swing feet, is shown by hs,v(q) ∈ Rk¯. We then have the
constrained dynamics for Dv as:{
D(q) q¨ +H(q, q˙) = Bv u+ J
T
v (q)λv
Jv(q) q¨ + J˙v(q, q˙) q˙ = 0
(2)
where Jv(q) := ∂pv(q)/∂q represents the Jacobian matrix
of the Cartesian position of the standing feet pv(q) ∈ R3k,
with the corresponding constraint wrench λv ∈ R3k. Note
that the actuation matrix Bv is domain dependent. This is
because the double and triple support phases (Fig. 3) create
closed-chain structures that induce redundancy in control
and constraints. This is an underdetermined problem which
often appears in multi-contact locomotion [32] that yields
nonunique controllers for u. Therefore, we manually turn off
the rear standing leg’s hip pitch motor for double support
phase and turn off the diagonal standing legs’ hip pitch
motors and the other standing leg’s hip roll motors for
triple supporting phase. This implementation in return yields
underactauted dynamics for the full system. Now we can
convert the constrained EOM (2) into a controlled ODE:
x˙ = fv(x) + gv(x)u. (3)
To track a given set of time-based trajectories Bv(t), which
will be detailed in a later section, we deployed an input
output feedback linearization controller:
uio(x, t) = A(x)
(L(x, t)− 2εy(q, t)− ε2y˙(q, q˙, t)). (4)
Fig. 3. The cyclic directed graph for the multi-domain hybrid dynamics of
walking, ambling and trotting gaits. The dashed lines represent a relabeling
map [8] that flips the left and right legs’ contact attributes.
with the outputs y(q, t) = ya(q) − Bv(t) and ε > 0. In
this formulation, we chose the actual outputs ya(q) as all
of the actuated joints. The notations follow directly from
Eq. (28) of [8]. The time-based controller has been justified
for improved robustness over state-based methods both in
theory [22] and experiments [23]. As a result, (4) forces the
system to converge to a desired gait exponentially, that is,
ya(q)→ Bv(t). The output dynamics become
y¨ = −2εy˙ − ε2y (5)
for which the origin (y, y˙) = (0, 0) is exponentially stable.
Prior to introducing the edges and the discrete dynamics,
some assumptions are necessary to construct a feasible model
both for computation and experiment:
• There is no ground slippage. This is partially guaran-
teed by enforcing a friction cone condition. However,
slipping locomotion has been observed on quadrupedal
animals for energy efficiency [13], [24].
• The ethology studies [25] have observed a pattern of
4×2-domain1 locomotion on quadrupedal animals, and
the authors have investigated this modeling method
in [6]. But in this paper, we assume the stance leg
transition domains —one leg strikes while another leg
lifts are instantaneous and passive for walking and
ambling. Hence s1 and s2 in Fig. 3 become edges and
we can have a 2 × 2-domain behavior for walk and
amble. But a 4× 2-domain model is still used for trot.
C. The discrete-time domain: impact and lift-off
On the edge of Dv in (1), one of the conditions reaches
its bound. Thus we have two switching mechanisms:
• Lift off : a standing foot of leg l∗ lifts off from the
ground, meaning N l∗v (x, u) = 0.
1The term m × 2 denotes a gait with m-domain. See Fig. 3 for the
directed graph of the gaits with m domains. The second half of the motion
is directly a left-right mirror (i.e., symmetry) of the gait. See Fig. 4 for the
full motion with m× 2 domains.
• Impact: a swing foot of leg l∗ impacts the ground,
meaning hl∗s,v(q) = 0, h˙
l∗
s,v(q, q˙) < 0.
For lift off, an identity map x+v+1 = x
−
v is sufficient to
represent the transition from current to the next domain,
where x−v is the state at the end of the domain Dv and x+v+1
is the state at the beginning of Dv+1. However, the impact
shall cause a jump in the velocity terms. To describe this,
we make use of a plastic impact model [15],[
D −JTv+1
Jv+1 0
] [
q˙+v+1
Λ
]
=
[
Dq˙−v
0
]
(6)
by using the conservation of momentum while satisfying the
next domain’s holonomic constraints.
D. HZD optimization
An alternating sequence of the continuous dynamics (3)
and the discrete dynamics (6) composites a hybrid control
system. Since this nonlinear hybrid model has captured abun-
dant details of the dynamics, its complexity challenges the
controller design and motion planning. We hereby employ an
optimization toolbox -FROST [17] that parses hybrid system
control problems into a nonlinear programming (NLP) based
on direct collocation. In this approach, to generate a feasible
N -domain motion such as walking, ambling and trotting as
shown in Fig. 3, the NLP is formulated as:
min
αv,xi,x˙iui
∑
i
‖ui‖22 i = 1, 2, ...
N∑
v=1
Mv (7)
s.t. C1. closed-loop dynamics
C2. hybrid & periodic continuity
C3. physical feasibility
where Mv is the number of collocation points and αv is
the decision variable paramterizing the desired trajectory for
domain Dv . The cost function is to minimize the torque so
that experiment implementation is achievable. The constraint
C1 is from (3) and (5), and the constraint C2 is referring
to the state continuity through each edge, which could be
equipped with a discrete jump in states. C3 enforces condi-
tions including ‖ui‖∞ ≤ 50, (qi, q˙i) ∈ X , foot clearance and
the friction pyramid conditions, so that the optimal solution
is experimental feasible.
Remark Due to many types of aleatoric uncertainty in the
model, not every solution of the NLP can lead to experimen-
tal success. Furthermore, some constraint setup can be ill-
posed that the NLP converges poorly. Some heuristics were
used to mitigate the computation: 1. Efficiently producing
closed-loop controllers is the core innovation of FROST, but
it also boosts the complexity of the problem. Thus using an
open-loop setup (optimization without a feedback controller)
to warm start a closed-loop problem is effective. 2. Tuning
constraints on the acceleration (force) terms is normally more
effective than tuning positions. The appearance of a behavior
aligns with human intuition better, but it can often be too
restrictive for the optimization to converge.
Fig. 4. On the top left is the snapshot for a 2 × 2-domain walking gait; on the top right is a 2 × 2-domain ambling gait; and on the bottom is a
4×2-domain trotting gait. The symbol ′ is a left-right mirror of the contact attributes for domain . The orange colored legs are the left side legs whose
contact points are highlighted by triangles; the blue colored legs are the right side legs with contact points highlighted by inverted triangles.
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Fig. 5. The periodic trajectories designed by NLP (7): walk (the left), amble (the middle) and trot (the right).
E. Optimal gaits
Under the umbrella of the HZD framework, the sole
difference among these behaviors in Fig. 3 is nothing but the
ordered sequence of contact events, which can be predefined
by specifying the stance foot clearance as 0 and swing
foot clearance as nonzero values. Therefore, in the HZD
optimization (7), by changing the foot clearance constraints
in C3, multiple quadrupedal behaviors such as walk, amble
and trot can be produced efficiently. We show the simulated
behaviors in Fig. 4 and their phase portraits in Fig. 5. With
some initial guesses supplied, the computation time for the
presented gaits are 262.13 s for walking, 42.69 s for ambling
and 116.05 s for trotting on a Ubuntu 16.04 machine with
Intel Core i7-6820 HQ CPU @ 2.7 GHz with 16 GB RAM.
III. EXPONENTIAL STABILIZATION
Quadrupedal dynamics are by nature contact-rich and
high-dimensional. Therefore, including a Lyapunov-type sta-
bility criteria in the NLP is not computationally feasible.
As a result, not every trajectory from the optimization is
guaranteed to be a stable solution of the closed-loop system.
In this section, we present an iterative algorithm that can
postprocess the controller parameters from (7) to stabilize
the resultant trajectories.
In the previous work [2], we have observed the stability
of gaits in the HZD approach depends on the proper se-
lection of the output functions to be regulated. Using the
Poincare´ sections analysis [14], our previous work [2], [3]
has developed a recursive algorithm, based on BMIs, to
systematically design output functions for which the gaits
are exponentially stable for the corresponding closed-loop
dynamics. The algorithm is offline and assumes a finite-
dimensional parameterization of the output functions to be
determined. Then it translates the exponential stabilization
problem into a recursive optimization problem that is set
up based on LMIs and BMIs. The objective is to converge
to a set of stabilizing parameters for which the given orbit
(i.e., gait) is stable for the closed-loop system. Further, we
assume that the outputs are parameterized by some controller
parameters ξv during the domain v, i.e., y = y(q, t, ξv). For
instance, ξv can parameterize the controlled variables (see
[2, Example 2]). Then, the evolution of the hybrid system
on the Poincare´ section can be described by
xa[k + 1] = Pa (xa[k], ξ) , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , (8)
where xa := (x>, t)> denotes the augmented states for the
nonautonomous system and Pa represents the parameters and
augmented Poincare´ return map [26]. Here, ξ denotes the
controller parameters over different domains of the directed
cycle. The problem of exponential stabilization consists of
designing the controller parameters such that the eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrix A(ξ) := ∂Pa∂xa (x
?
a, ξ) lie inside the
unit circle, were x?a represents the corresponding fixed point
for the gait. The BMI algorithm consists of three steps: 1)
sensitivity analysis, 2) BMI optimization, and 3) iteration.
The sensitivity analysis generates a first-order approximation
for the nonlinear Poincare´ map in terms of the controller
parameters ξ (see [2, Theorem 2]). This reduces the original
exponential stabilization problem into BMIs and LMIs. More
specifically, we translate the design problems of the original
nonlinear system into BMIs for the first-order approximation
of the Poincare´ map [3]. The local solutions of the BMI
optimizer are then used to update the controller parameters
for the next iteration [3], [5]. The algorithm continues until
the spectral radius of the Jacobian linearization is less then
a desired value. Sufficient conditions for the convergence of
the algorithm to a set of stabilizing parameters in a finite
number of iterations have been presented in our preliminary
work [3]. By design, the BMI optimization problems can be
solved effectively with available software packages such as
PENBMI [2], [3], [4], [16].
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Fig. 6. Phase portraits during 50 consecutive steps of the 4×2 domains
trot gait with the BMI-optimized virtual constraint controllers.
We now apply this algorithm to stabilize a 4-domain
trotting gait. The dominant eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix of the Poincare´ map around the corresponding fixed
point are {−1.1062, 1.000,−0.4201 + 0.7278i} for a trot-
ting gait generated by the NLP (7). To stabilize it, the
iterative BMI algorithm modifies the output functions to
be regulated. Here, the BMI algorithm looks for the con-
troller parameters ξ that parameterize controlled variables as
ya(q, ξv) = H0(ξv) q, with H0(ξv) the output matrix that is
parameterized by ξv . Starting from the nominal controlled
variables, the BMI algorithm successfully converges to a
stabilizing set of output parameters after 6 iterations for
which the dominant eigenvalues of the Poincare´ map become
{0.8877,−0.1507 ± 0.8661i,−0.8830 ± 0.0994i}, which
locally and exponentially stabilizes the trotting gait. From
the phase portraits for the closed-loop hybrid system using
the BMI-stabilized controller, shown in Fig. 6, convergence
to the desired orbit is clear. We remark that each iteration
of the BMI optimization takes approximately 30 minutes on
a Windows machine with an Intel Xeon Gold 6130 CPU @
2.10 GHz and 64 GB RAM.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
With these stabilized quadrupedal dynamic gaits in simu-
lation and optimization, we conduct an experiment with the
ambling gait on Vision 60. The implemented controller is a
PD approximation of the input-output linearizing controllers
to track the time-based trajectories given by the optimization
(7). That is, for a continuous domain Dv , we have
u(qa, q˙a, t) = −Kp
(
qa − Bv(t)
)−Kd(q˙a − B˙v(t)) (9)
as the motor torque commands sent to each joint. The time-
based PD implementation (9) has been shown to have excep-
tional robustness for bipedal locomotion [22]. In addition, the
domain switching method is also time-based with the event
function given by the optimized trajectories.
The result is that Vision 60 ambles stably with the desired
speed of 0.3 m/s. See [1] for Vision 60 ambling in an
outdoor tennis court and the snapshots are shown in Fig.
8. We logged 20 seconds of data and compared it with
the simulated ambling controller in Fig. 7. Additionally,
the average torque inputs (absolute value) are 7.73 N·m
on the hip roll joints, 9.46 N·m on the hip pitch joints
and 16.17 N·m on the knee joints. It is worth mentioning
that the consistent drifting aside is expected, as there is no
feedback information for the uneven terrain and that some
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Fig. 7. The designed gaits (in red) from optimization/simulation vs. the
experimental data (in cyan) in the form of phase portrait for amble. HR is
short for hip roll, HP is for hip pitch and k is for knee.
manufacturing defects could cause asymmetric weight distri-
bution. Some common solutions to avoid the drift is to use a
joystick to manually offset the hip roll joints or Raibert-type
regulators [29]. However, for the sake of showing a direct
story from modeling and motion planning to experiments, we
present the immediate implementation without any hidden
layers of add-on controllers. The fact that the robot keeps
ambling without falling supports the feasibility of the full
model based HZD methods for quadrupedal locomotion.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we adopted the HZD framework from
bipedal to quadrupedal robots. This method systematically
addresses 1) the construction of multi-domain hybrid models
for dynamic locomotion, 2) full-order gait planning for agile
behaviors — walk, amble and trot, and 3) HZD-based control
synthesis to achieve dynamic stability and robustness. We
also validated one of the behaviors via experiments on a
quadrupedal robot with 36 state variables and 12 control
inputs. The result is success ambling with Vision 60. We have
shown the scalability and feasibility of the HZD approaches
for the controls of quadrupedal locomotion, which initiates
the first steps towards realizing more dynamical behaviors.
The future work includes formally defining robustness for
quadrupedal locomotion, and designing optimal controllers
that can allocate force through actuators for the frequently
appeared overactuated scenarios.
Fig. 8. Snapshots of the Vision 60 ambling in an outdoor environment, showing a full step of 2× 2 domains of the amble gait.
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